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6 Project – submit your solution to petr.kovar@vsb.cz

If you speak Czech, please submit the project to odevzdávárna i348hk2.

Combinatorics

6.1. How many shufflings there are of a deck of 32 cards, provided we know that all following conditions
are satisfied:

– no two hearts are next to each other,

– all 8 spades are next to each other,

– if we take the clubs in the exact order as they are shuffled in the deck, thew we obtain a straight
starting at 7 up to the ace,

– the top card of the deck is a diamond.

Explain carefully all the steps of the computation. (2 b)

6.2. We have two dice. One is a fair dice, each face occurs with the same probability, the second is not a
fair dice, the face 5 appears more often than other. All the remaining faces have the same probability.
The game plan has n fields in a row, a peg moves along the fields according the dice outcomes.
Experience shows that a player with the ordinary dice passes all the n fields usually in 16 rolls, while
the player with the unfair dice moves faster, he passes all the filed usually in 14 rolls. What is the
probability of each of the faces of the unfair dice, which gives the number five more often tan the
remaining numbers? (3 b)

Graph Theory

6.3. We have a graph G, which models the states of a manufacturing facility. There are five machines
A,B,C,D,E in the facility, always two are operational and 3 are in a transitional state, whete items
from or to another machine are transformed. Any valid state can occur during the production process,
where two machines are operational and 3 machines in in transition. But, in a subsequent state only
two different machines can operate. For example, if in a state machines A and D are operational,
then in the subsequent state only any two machines among {B,C,E} can operate. Describe the
manufacturing facility using a graph, in which vertices are valid states and edges join two vertices if
they can be subsequent.

Is the resulting graph planar? If yes, find a planar drawing with no crossing edges. If not, prove it.
(3 b)

6.4. Tree T is given by the minimum code K. Explain how the minimum code K will change, if every
edge of tree T will be replaced by a path with two edges. We obtain tree T ′. Explain, how based on
code K of tree T construct code K ′ of tree T ′. (2 b)
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